
3 спальная комната Деревенский Дом продается в Los Guajares, Granada

Part of our Exclusive Collection, welcome to Cortijo Toba a charming 3 bedroom Andalusian retreat in the mountains
of Los Guajares.

Situated in a peaceful area, this cortijo enjoys tranquility. The surrounding environment is a harmonious blend of pine
forests and ancient olive groves. The cortijo boasts breathtaking views of the majestic mountains that encircle Los
Guajares. Imagine waking up to the sight of rugged peaks bathed in golden sunlight.

This three bedroom Cortijo enjoys a spacious open plan living room, kitchen, and dining area, with a front door that
leads on to a a covered veranda which invites you to sip your morning coffee while absorbing the panoramic views.

The pool has a wonderful area around it that could be transformed in to a sunbathing area with loungers and chairs,
there is also a covered outdoor kitchen area ready for BBQs and enjoying al fresco dining.

In summary, this cortijo in Los Guajares is more than a dwelling—it’s an invitation to reconnect with nature, find
solace, and create cherished memories. Whether you’re sipping wine on the terrace or stargazing from the hammock,
this mountain retreat promises serenity and inspiration.

Buyer’s Fee: We do not charge a buyer’s fee, allowing you to save up to 5% of the purchase price on your buying costs.

For more information, call Angela at 0034 634 166 668.

  Посмотреть видео тур   3 спальни   1 ванная
  115m² Размер сборки   10.000m² Размер участка   Бассейн
  Outside Space - Large Garden   Heating - Wood Burner   Parking - Driveway
  Acequia Water   Land   Mains Electric
  Mountain Views   Views to the sea   Wood burner
  Has Double Glazing   Has Fireplace   Has Swimming Pool
  Chain Free   Has Electricity

200.000€

 Недвижимость продается Lanjaron Property
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